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A reduction theorem is presented for the solvability problem of groups of 
exponent four and some of its implications are discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G = Fm(23& be the free group of exponent 4 freely generated by 
a1 9 a2 ,.... Some of what is known about G are: first that G is locally finite 
(Sanov [4]), secondly that every n-generator subgroup of G is nilpotent of 
class at most 3n - 1 (Wright [6]), and thirdly that Fn((51Q/Fi(Bd) has 
class precisely IZ + 1 for 71 > 4 and n + 2 for n = 2, 3 (Gupta-Tobin [I]). 
Our main concern here is directed at a conjecture of G. Higman [3] and 
Professor M. Hall Jr. (oral communication) that G is solvable of bounded 
length. In this paper we present a reduction theorem for this question and 
discuss some of its implications. 
2. NOTATION 
Our notation is standard: [zc, y] = X-ly-lxy; [x, y, z] = [[x, y], z]; (xG) 
is the normal closure of x in G; 3/m(G) is the m-th term of the lower central 
series of G; 6,(G) is the m-th term of the derived series of G. 
* Part of this work was done at the Summer Research Institute of the Canadian 
Mathematical Congress held at U.B.C., Vancouver (1969). 
** Present address: The University of Wisconsin-Parkside, Kenosha, Wisconsin. 
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Let H be the group generated by x, , x, ,... and satisfying for each i = 1,2,... 
only the following three conditions and their consequences: 
(1) xi2 = 1, 
(2) (xix) is abelian, 
(3) [xi , h, h, h] = 1 for all h E H. 
Using (1) and (2) we see that [xi , A]2 = 1 and [xi , h, h32 = 1. Thus for 
any hEH, 
(hxi)l = ((hxi)2)2 = (h2[xi , h])2 = h([x, , h, h2] = h4[xi , h, h, h]. 
Since every element h E H is of the form xi1 -.* xi/, it follows that H can be 
equivalently defined by (l), (2) and 
(3)’ h4 = 1 for all h E H. 
3. THE REDUCTION THEOREM 
THEOREM 1. G is solvable if and only if H is solvable. 
Proof. Let H be solvable of length K and w(xl ,..., x~~c) be the commutator 
of weight 2k which lies in 8,(H) and whose entries from left to right are: 
x1 )..., x21 . Let H* = sgpH{xl ,..., xzL}. For each i = l,..., 2”, let a.* = 
[ali-, , a&] in G and let G* = spgc{al* ,..., a&). For all g, , g: E G 
[g12, gs2, gz2] = 1 (see for instance [l]) so that 1 = [g12, gz4] = [g12, g22]2 
and in particular a:” = 1. In [5] Wright has shown that a group of exponent 4 
generated by n elements of order 2 is nilpotent of class at most 12 + 1. Using 
this we conclude that (afG*) is abelian. Since the conditions (l), (2) and (3)’ 
of H are satisfied by G”, it follows that the mapping v : H* + G* taking 
xi to ai* is a homomorphism. Thus w(xl ,..., x2k) = 1 gives in turn 
“(WJ,..., x2q) = 1, w(a,* ,..., a&) = 1, w([a12, az2] ,..., [a.$+ll , a$+l]) = 1. 
Now since G is relatively free this induces an identical relation in G, namely 
f&h2, g221,..., [g$+q 3&+d) = 1 f or all gi E G. Since Sk+l(G2) is generated 
by all such words, it follows that 6,+,(G2) = (1). Thus 
h+,(G) = sk+,(G’) < Sk+dG2) = (1) 
and we conclude that G is solvable of length at most R + 2. 
COROLLARY 1. If H is solvable of length k then G is solvable of length at 
most k + 2. 
COROLLARY 2l. If for some integer k, S,(G) < Y~~+~(G), then G is solvable 
of length at most k + 2. 
1 Independently Dr. Peter M. Neumann (verbal communication) has observed if 
6,(G) < Y~L+~(G) then G is solvable of some bounded length. 
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Proof. h(G) < ye+dG) implies S,(H*) < ~as+i(H*) = {l}, and the 
proof follows from Corollary 1. 
We thus see that the secret of solvability of G is hidden in the innocent 
looking group H. A question that naturally arises is: what if the partial third 
Engel condition (3) for H is replaced by the full third Engel condition ? 
In other words: if H is defined by (l), (2) and 
(3)” [h, , h, , h, , h,] = 1 for all hi , h, E R, 
is A solvable ? We answer this question in 
THEOREM 2. R is an extension of its center by a metabelian group. 
Proof. For simplicity we use I,2 ,... for x1 , x, ,... . For all x E B, we have 
1 = [x, 123, 123, 1231 
= [x, 1; 2, 31 [x, 2; 1, 31 [x, 3; 1,2] by (1) and (2). 
Replacinglx by xy gives. 
Further 
1 = [x, Ly; 2931 Lx, 2,y; 1, 31 Lx, 3,y; 1,21. 
1 = [5, 1234, 1234, 1234, 12341 
o; P, 1% 2a, 3a, 401 
= [5,&l, 2; 3,4] [5,2, 1; 3,4] 
[5, 193; 2,41 [5,3, 1; 2941 
[5, 194; 2,31 [5,4, 1; 2931 
[5,2,3;1,41[5,3,2;1,41 
[5,2,4; I,31 [5,4,2; 1,3] 
[5, 3, 4; 1, 21 [5, 4, 3; 1, 21 (by Jacobi identity) 
= [I, 2, 5; 3, 41 [l, 3, 5; 2, 41 [l, 4, 5; 2, 31 
[2, 3, 5; 1341 [2,4, 5; 1, 31 [2, 1, 5; 3,41 
[I, 2, 5; 3, 41 [3, 4, 5; 1, 21 (by Jacobi identity) 
= [l, 2; 3,4; 51 
from which it is easy to verify that [R”, H] = (1). 
COROLLARY 3. A third Engel group of exponent 4 is solvable of length 
at most 5. 
Solvability of 3rd Engel groups is an outstanding problem. If 3rd Engel 
groups are not in general solvable then it follows from the work of 
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Heineken [2] that there is a non-solvable 3rd Engel 2-group or a 5-group. 
As an application of Corollary 3, we show that a 3rd Engel non-solvable 
2-group cannot have an exponent. 
COROLLARY 4. Let A be a 3rd Engel group of exponent 2!(~’ > 2), then 
A is solvable. 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the result for 6’ = 2n(n > 1). For n = I, 
the result comes from Corollary 3. Assume for n - 1 > 0. It follows by 
Lemma 7 of Heineken [2], that AZ’“-’ is abelian so that A is an extension 
of an abelian group by a group of exponent 22n-1, which is solvable by 
induction hypothesis. 
The lower central series of H deserves erious study, in view of Corollary 2. 
Also, while we know practically nothing about the derived series of H, our 
next result seems to be of some interest. 
THEOREM 32. For any positive integers r, s, t, [y7(H), y,(H), rt(H)] # (1). 
More generally, [Y (H), y,(H), n(H), H,..., HI # U)foy any m 3 0. 
m 
Proof. Let K = gp( y1 , y2 ,...; yi2 = e, [yi , yi] = e} be an elementary 
abelian 2-group, where e is the identity of K; and let R = Z2K[hirjsI ; 
i = 2,3,4, K = I, 2,...], where h$)-,‘s are independent and commuting 
indeterminates which also commute with every element of the group ring 
Z,K. Let J = ideal,(h$-lh$l; k, k’ = 1, 2 ,..., i = 2, 3, 4) and let 
R* = R/J. For each integer K ‘= 1,2,... let (yk) denote the 4 x 4 matrix 
over R whose $-entry bij is defined as: bij = 0 for i < j; b,, = e = b,,; 
b,, = yk = bJa; b,.i-l = (1 + yk)hiic,!_r for i = 2, 3,4 and bij = 0 for 
j < i - 1. Let M = gp((y&, K = 1,2,...}. Let F be the absolutely free 
group freely generated by yr , y2 ,... so that for each word w = yz “‘yi; 
(ci ~(1, -1)) in F, w = yi, 
M is of the form 
... yiG is a word in K. An arbitrary element of 
i 
E 0 0 0 
(w> = y;;; a,;w) E 8 * 
%(4 %2(W) 44 w i 
where Q(w)‘s are defined as follows: 
%(yk) = 0 = “&ii’) for j<i-I; 
a The authors wish to thank Dr. C. K. Gupta for suggesting the technique which 
led to the proof of this Theorem. 
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and having defined olij(wl) and au(w2) for two words w1 and w2 in F, we define 
au(w1w2) as: 
We first show that M is a homomorphic image of H by proving: 
(4 (~2 = (e> 
(ii) (w)” = (e) 
(iii) [(w>, Chh (~~21 = <h YK , Ykl) = (e>. 
The proof of (i) is straightforward. To prove (ii) we note that 
ai,i--1(w4) = c+~(W2) + W2D”i*&W2) = 2a,,+l(W”) = 0, 
(Y,,i-@4) = 2or,,,&“) + oLi,i-1(W2)(lli-l,i-2(W2) 
= (1 + w)” oli,i&&u) oli4,&L9 = 0, 
and 
a41(w4) = 2a4dW2) + a42(w2) %dw2) + 0142(w2) a2~(w2) 
= m + w) a42(w) %2(W) ~21(W) = 0. 
Finally for the proof of (iii) we compute: 
%,i-I[% Ykl = %,i-1(u2(uYk)2) = (1 + u)(l + Ye) ~l~zL + (1 + Yk) %.i&) 
cslb, Ylcl = 41 + Yk) %2(U) ~21W + 4 + Yk) %2@) Ait) 
+ (1 + Yk) 4%2d4, 
and 
~42[%Ykl = uu + Y!J UP&) %2(U) + (1 + Yk) ~4&) e 
+ 41 + Ylc> &%2@). 
Replacing u by [w, yk], we immediately see that ~l~,~-~[w,y~, yk] = 0 and 
qiV2[w, yr , yk] = 0. Finally noting that 01~Jw, yk , yk] = u4Jw, yk12 (since 
aij(yk2) = 0), we have, 
a41[w9 Ykl” = 0142Lw, %I a21[w, Ylcl + 0143[w, %I %dw> ykl 
= (1 + yk)“p (where p E R*) 
= 0. 
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Thus M is a homomorphic image of H. We next show that if u1 = [yr ,..., y,.], 
u2 = [Yr+1 >.**9 Yr+sl and *3 = [Yr+s+1 T-.-P Y7+s+tl (Y> s9 t 3 219 then 
~1~r[u~ , us , u3] # 0. We first note that forj = 1,2,3, ai,i-r(uj) ~~-i,~-s(~j) = 0; 
ad3(uj) Al,, = 0 and I aar(uj) = 0. Next 
%l[% > % > %I = %3@3) ~32042) Q(21@1) + “43@3) ~32W ~Zl(U2) 
+ %364 “32CU2) ~2&3) + %3@2) ~32(4 ~2dU3)i 
so that if a4Jz+ , ua , us] = 0, then in particular byte 01~a(ua) 01s1(u3) = 0. 
However 
and 
a32(u2) = fi (1 + Yy+i)(Ap) + 4;+2’), 
i=l 
c&3) = fi (1 + Yr+s+i)($:s+l + G+s+z9. 
i=l 
Since n:,“‘” (1 + yi) &J&+1)/\&+,;+s+1) # 0, we have that CQJZ+ , us , u3] # 0 
and hence [y,(M), y,(M), y,(M)] f (1). Finally we note that 
%lbl 3 u2 3 u3 9 Yr+s+t+1 !...3 Yr+s+t+m 1 
= IX=1 (l + Y,+.s+t+i> adul > u2 > u31 # i”I* 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
COROLLARY 5. The group Iii of Theorem 2 is not metabelian. 
Proof. Let H* = sgpH{xl ,..., x4}. Then it is routine to verify that H* 
satisfies the 3rd Engel condition. By Theorem 3, H* is not metabelian. 
4. A RING THEORITIC EQUIVALENCE TO THE SOLVABILITY PROBLEM 
Using H it is possible to translate the solvability question for groups of 
exponent four into an equivalent problem in associative rings. 
Let R be the associative ring generated by rr , r2 ,... and satisfying only the 
following three conditions and their consequences: 
(I) 2ri = 0 for i = 1,2,.... 
(II) Yil *** rit = 0 if for some j # j,, ij = ij, . 
(III) (ri, 0 ..-oril)3=0, where aob=a+b+ab and 
aoboc=(aob)oc=ao(boc). 
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For simplicity we shall use 1, 2 ,... for rr , r2 ,... . Define d(i, , ia) = 
iiia + & , and 
THEOREM 4. G = F,(23J is solvable if and only if for some integer k, 
A(l,..., 27 = OinR. 
Proof. Let C denote the Circle group of R. Using (I) we see that 
(4 0 ... op 1 (il 0 ... o $)aso that by (III) (il o ... o i,)(d) = (i1 o *.. 0 it)4 = 0. 
Thus by (I), (II) and (III) it follows that conditions (1) and (3)’ of H are 
satisfied by C. Let (El , (,I = (1-l) 0 &‘) 0 t, 0 5, denote the commutator 
of [r and [a in C and define Gtl , (a , &I = t[tl , (a>, 6s). Since [il , i# = 
((il 0 i2)(2))(2) = (il 0 i2)t4) = 0 a simple induction on /yields, ci1 ,..., iJY2) = 0. 
Also if [ E C is such that ,c21 = 0, then we have 
and we conclude that (ic) is abelian, satisfying (2) of H. Thus we see that C 
is a homomorphism image of H. 
As in Theorem 1, let w(l,..., 27 be the circle commutator of weight 2” in 
6,(C). Since by Theorem 1 the solvability of G implies w(xr ,..., x2’) = 1, 
we conclude that in the homomorphism w(I,..., 2k) = 0. The “only if” 
part of our theorem will follow if we can show that A(l,..., 2”) = x(1,..., 2”). 
We do it by induction on k 3 0. For k = 0, it is given. Assume w(l,..., 27 = 
A(l,..., 27, then 
U(l)...) 2?:+1) 
= (w(l,..., 29, ~(2” + l,..., 2”+9 
= (w( l,...) 2”) 0 w(2k + l)..., 2”i+i)‘s’ 
= (U(l)..., 2”) 0 742” + l)...) 2k+r))‘a’ 
= (A(l,..., 29 + A(2” + l,..., 2k+1) + A(1 ,..., 2’i) A(2” + I,..., 21+‘))2 
= A(1, 2 ,..., 2t+1), 
as was required. 
For the rest of the proof let H be generated by x,, , x1 , x2 ,... . Since (x,,Ii) 
is abelian, the mappings p(xi) : (x,,~) + (x,,~) given by x -+ [x, xi] generates 
a ring i? under the operations x(pips) = (x&p2 and x(pr + pa) = xpi . xp2 . 
Since p(xi,) 0 ... o p(xie) = p(xi, ... x,), it follows from (l), (2) and (3) of H that 
481/17/1-5 
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(I), (II) and (III) of R are satisfied by i?. Consequently if d(l,..., 2”) = 0 
then 0 = &(x1),..., p(xzk)) = p(w(x, ,..., Q)) implies that 
E% 9 w(x1 1***, X@)] = 1 
so that S,(H) < z(H) and G is solvable by Theorem 1. 
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